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Abstract—The article covers the issues of innovation commercialization in case of marketing efficiency on operational and strategic levels. The analysis of official statistical data and innovation theory publications enabled to distinguish the factors of poor innovation activity in Russia. The authors suggest the methodological approach to the industrial innovations probability of success, characterized by both the project economic performance estimation and the innovation’s market and product potential impact evaluation. The assessment of the industrial innovations potential includes the three aspects: marketing (marketing analysis), technical (technical and process analysis) and economic (business planning and risk analysis). Marketing analysis considers the innovation’s relevance for the specific market segment at the moment; technical and process test carries out the comparative analysis between the innovation and its existing counterparts in the context of economic, process and performance specifications; while the risk analysis ensures the cost efficiency evaluation of its implementation. The suggested methodology kit will facilitate the grounded decisions regarding the extension or termination of the industrial innovation commercialization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, Russia has set off to the innovation-based growth, featuring the trend of the economy’s industrial branch upgrade. The paramount importance in this challenge resolution will have the Strategy of Russia’s innovative development for the period up to 2020.

Despite the high performance of intellectual activity and significant technological innovation financing (1203638,1 mln. RUB) [1], currently the experts register the deficiency of its practical implementation in terms of commercial products. Thus, the Strategy stipulated for increasing the share of the innovative products in GDP from 6,8% as of 2011 to 25% as of 2020, yet last year it totaled to 7,2%. Therefore, this indicator has hardly changed over the past 5 years[2].

Regardless the variety of innovation theory publications, many of them focus on separate issues only: funding, technologies, promotion etc. The comprehensive approach to the innovation adoption will improve the innovations’ commercialization process and raise the innovation share in GDP in general.

II. URGENCY OF THE ISSUE. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Current state of the Russian economy is explained by the “New Normal” concept (standing for new reality, new standard), going viral in the scientific community recently. The New Normal term was suggested and introduced for scientific use by the American economists William H. Gross and Mohammed El-Erian in 2009, to describe the modern economic variation fundamentals [2].

According to Ksenia Yudayeva, Head of the Presidential Experts Directorate [3], the transition logic to new normal is true for all the countries globally, including Russia. The researchers outline the following new normal features in Russia [2]: low rate of economic growth, expensive labor, absence of excess capacity and low oil prices. The above-mentioned system modifications are of no temporary nature and become the new reality baseline [3]. The authors distinguish the ‘new normal’ challenge reactions, such as provision of the effective workplaces [3]; transformation of the regional economic growth strategic vector oriented to new industrialization [4-8]; shift to the innovative development scenario [9]. All these trends are either way associated with the enterprise pioneering work.

The fundamental studies in the field of innovation theory were originally covered by the proceedings of such prominent scientists as N.D. Kondratyev [10], J. Schumpeter [11], G. Mensch [12], S. Mendell and D. Annis [13]. The research conducted raised the issues of the economic development cycle, the impact of scientific and
technical progress on economy and the innovation’s relevance in the enterprise activities.

The problem of industrial innovations introduction at the enterprises is studied by the publications of a number of Russian and foreign economists, including A.P. Burlakova [14], L.A. Sizon [15], E.S. Pikh [16], G.G. Demichev [17], A.I. Shlafman [18], N.V. Klimova [19], and others.

It is also noteworthy that there are no concurrent views on the exhaustive list of the enterprise investment activity benchmarks.

The key element of innovative processes in the Russian economy is the innovation marketing. Many enterprises experience the essential fault in that field’s theory. It is noteworthy that the coordinating and integrating function of marketing in the enterprise innovative activity management was studied by such outstanding experts, as P. Kotler [20], J. Evans [21], P. Doyle [22], J.-J. Lambin [23], and others. However, the issues of marketing management in the context of innovations commercialization are understudied yet.

At present, the pioneering activity defined by the share of innovatively active enterprises in their overall amount is low - both in the context of Russia in general and in terms of its separate regions [24]. The similarly negative trend can be observed in the industrial sector: the indicator dynamics has decreased from 9,2% as of 2013 to 8,2% as of 2015 [25]. The low innovative activity factor analysis [26] has allowed arranging the factors into groups according to the three aspects, as follows:

- Economic factors: shortfall of own resources, lack of government support, small demand for new products and services; high cost of innovations; high economic risks.
- Internal factors: the enterprise low innovation potential, shortage of qualified personnel; new technology information gap; lack of new market information; underdeveloped cooperation ties.
- Infrastructural factors: inadequacy of legal and normative documents regulating and stimulating the innovation activities; underdeveloped innovation infrastructure (facilitation, consulting, legal, banking and other services); uncertain value in the intellectual property use.

So, the survey of innovation theory publications has revealed the necessity in developing the innovation adoption prospects analysis methodology kit for the purpose of improving the process efficiency.

III. STATEMENT OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

Today a lot of enterprises experience a remarkable deficiency in new competitive products, which results in weak profitability, loss of market positions and potentially - bankruptcy.

The issue of the industrial production modernization and R&D results commercialization is extremely urgent in Russia. The scientific knowledge embodied in new products becomes the enterprise economic growth driver, both at macroeconomic and microeconomic levels.

Low efficiency of the innovative processes, as mentioned above, has predetermined the necessity in the methodology kit for analyzing the industrial innovation prospects at all commercialization stages.

To assess the innovation prospects in the market, the methodology is suggested (Fig. 1), the key feature of which is innovation market and product potential consideration alongside the project economic performance evaluation.

The innovative solution prospects assessment consists of 3 aspects: marketing (marketing analysis), technical (technical and process analysis) and economic (business planning and risk analysis). Marketing analysis considers the innovation’s relevance for the specific market sector at the moment; technical and process test carries out the comparative analysis between the innovation and its existing counterparts in the context of economic, process and performance features; while the risk analysis ensures the cost efficiency evaluation of its implementation.

The evaluation of the following items within the first marketing analysis stage is suggested: economic cycle stage, product lifecycle phase and market situation. For the purpose of bringing the heterogeneous exponents to the unified dimension, it is suggested to apply the integral estimate and uniform scales (Table I).

![Fig. 1. The algorithm of innovative solution prospect analysis: marketing level, technical level, economic level](image-url)

### Table I: Expert Estimates Tabulated Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic cycle stage</td>
<td>bottom</td>
<td>recession</td>
<td>peak</td>
<td>takeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product lifecycle phase</td>
<td>recession</td>
<td>peak</td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market situation</td>
<td>recession</td>
<td>proportionate</td>
<td>market</td>
<td>segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>outrunnin</td>
<td>growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At various economic cycle stages the business activity, particularly, the investment and innovation activity, has diverse character: bottom, recession, peak and takeoff [27]. Consequently, the more investor-preferable phase is (for instance, takeoff) – the higher the rating should be. According to the innovative solution’s economic cycle stage, the following grades are assigned: takeoff - 4, peak - 3, recession – 2 and bottom - 1.

The key indicators at determining the economic cycle stage are the indices of Gross Domestic Product and Economic Growth Rate. The GDP is examined in a 5 year dynamics (Federal State Statistics Service official data);
while the economic growth rate is calculated according to the following formula [27]:

\[ g = \left( \frac{Y_t}{Y_{t-1}} \right) \times 100\% \]  

(1)

where \( Y_t \) is current-year real GDP; \( Y_{t-1} \) is last-year real GDP.

Based on the innovative solution’s functional specifications, the benchmark market is defined. The market factor dynamic study (scale of output, export amount, import amount) is capable of identifying the counterpart products’ lifecycle phase. The market size then will be calculated according to the formula [27]:

\[ V = PE + I \]  

(2)

where \( V \) is market size; \( P \) is scale of output; \( E \) is export amount, \( I \) is import amount.

Grades are assigned according to the similar scale: entry - 4, growth - 3, peak - 2, recession - 1.

The market situation is evaluated through the ratio of market dynamics to that of the innovation’s market segment. The evaluation is based on the hypothesis of the market segment outrunning growth favorably affecting the innovation commercialization viability: segment outrunning growth – 4, market outrunning growth – 3, proportionate market/segment growth – 2, market or segment recession or stagnation – 1.

The marketing analysis stage results in the innovation’s viability integral estimate that can be represented as a ratio of the area of specific innovation market potential triangle to the area of the maximum possible triangle (where all ratings equal to 4) and is calculated according to the formula:

\[ M = \frac{(xy+xz+yz)}{S_{\text{max}}} \]  

(3)

where \( M \) is the innovation’s viability integral estimate; \( x, y, z \) is grade values of the potential marketing factors; \( S_{\text{max}} \) is maximum area of triangle.

The marketing analysis stage results in the innovation’s viability integral estimate that can be represented as a ratio of the area of specific innovation market potential triangle to the area of the maximum possible triangle (where all ratings equal to 4) and is calculated according to the formula:

\[ C = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (a_ib_j)/2n, \]  

(4)

where \( i = 1,2…n \) - the number of experts; \( j = 1,2…m \) – the number of specifications under analysis; \( a_{ij} \) - the strength of the \( j \)-th specification; \( b_{ij} \) - the \( i \)-th expert’s grade to the \( j \)-th specification based on a 3-grade scale (0, 1, 2); \( 2n \) – innovation’s potentially maximum amount of grades.

As follows from the statistics [28], approximately 30% (20399 – total amount of patents, 6566 assimilated) of patented technologies are introduced in the enterprise activity, or restated – are commercialized. Therefore, the 70% innovation efficiency threshold was selected.

If the innovation commercialization viability evaluation threshold (attribute) as of 0.7 is crossed, then the final stage comes into effect – business planning and risk analysis. The project risk analysis is based on the UNIDO (United Nations Industrial Development Organization) method and consists in return on investment evaluation: net present value (further referred to as NPV); internal rate of return (IRR); profitability index (PI). Furthermore, project payback period is often considered: payback period (further on - PB); discounted payback period (DPB). The performance criteria herein are set by the investor according to the project objectives.

IV. BASIC RESEARCH FINDINGS

The authoring team has suggested an idea of the low-material-consumption stamp-in-one ball valve design capability [29], to be achieved due to the ball stopper bimetal structure and ball valve hemispherical dies stamping technology (Fig. 2).
The 2014 global economic crisis aftershock and market sanctions have had a negative effect on the GDP and economic growth rate dynamics. As a result of a dynamic rows analysis, it can be concluded that the Russian economy is currently at the stage of recession; therefore, the integral estimate element of the economic cycle stage was rated as 2.

2) The lifecycle phase. The life span of industrial products and time frames of its separate phases depend on the product reference. Over the past years, the Russian valve industry has experienced the drop in sales [30]. In 2013-2014, the recession was caused by the valve market cyclical nature; the Russian economy’s wait and see attitude and cutbacks to funding of various industries before holding the Sochi Olympic Games in 2014. The drop in sales as of 2014 was also affected by the crisis phenomena, resulting in oil and gas projects finding reduction.

In 2015, the piping accessory sales decreased on 12.3% affected by the Russian crisis, considerable ruble devaluation, and thereby freeze of a number of infrastructural projects in the oil gas industry and new build commissioning slowdown.

At that, the analysts register that the drop in piping accessory sales, initiated by crisis changes in the Russian economy, has not been as large-scale as in the other industries.

Yet, according to the analysis of the data obtained, it was discovered that at the moment, the ball valve product category is at the lifecycle phase of growth, as the market has shifted to the pre-crisis growth rates and therefore, the integral estimate element of lifecycle phase is rated as 3.

3) Market situation.

As a result of the statistics analysis, it was revealed that the ball valve market segment demonstrates the positive dynamics compared to the piping accessories industry dynamics (Table III). Thereby, the market situation integral estimate element was rated as 4.

![Fig. 3. Integral estimate graphical interpretation](image)

Stage 2: technical and process analysis

According to the analysis of the ball valve pilot sample test results, the national standard and the product catalog and prices, the list of the basic engineering and economical specifications was arranged, namely: the caliber; the internal and external ambient temperature; the length; the weight and pressure. To assess the impact of the engineering and economical features on the product cost (the innovation’s principal competitive advantage), the correlation analysis tool was applied, the results of which are illustrated in the Table IV.

### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Caliber (Dn)</th>
<th>Internal ambient temperature</th>
<th>External ambient temperature</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Integral estimate graphical interpretation

Hence, the ball valve price is majorly affected by the material weight, which is actually the principal competitive advantage of the innovation. The global leader Broen (Denmark) ball valve was taken as a counterpart product for the comparative analysis. Due to the large variety of ball valve types and typical sizes, it was resolved to take the stamp-in-one ball valves as of Dn=100 as a basis. The comparative characteristics list was based on the GOST 28343-89 “Steel flanged ball valves. Specifications” as follows: scope of application; process temperature; process pressure; stem location; ball stopper material; stem material; secondary service; process environment; welded part length; body material.

The independent engineering specialists were invited as experts. All specifications were suggested being provisionally equal in terms of customer value contribution, due to the large amount of potential customer industries, each of which sets up its own requirements to the valves.

The expert survey conducted (6 experts) allowed calculating the comparative estimate: C=8.4/12=0.7. The comparative estimate has exceeded the 0.7 threshold.
which enabled to confirm the innovation’s high potential of the valve market penetration.

Summing up, it was identified that the innovative solution (the anti-corrosion steel stamp-in-one ball valve) offers the prominent cost competitive edge: the material price benefit of the structure suggested (bimetal ball stopper) by contrast with the regular one for the ball valves of the industrial standard dimension (floating ball) starts from 30% and expands with the dimension growth.

Stage 3: business planning and risk analysis

At the final stage, the business plan was developed for establishing the production of fixed ball valves with two ball stopper types: stainless steel and bimetal stamps. Planning horizon: 5 years. Project budget: 42 973,3 k RUB. The business plan risk analysis provided the results (Table V), which once again prove the innovative product commercialization success.

### TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Project for the ball valve commercialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPV, RUB.</td>
<td>42774578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRR, %</td>
<td>62,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>1,86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB, mth.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPB, mth.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results of the study, the company management decided upon establishing the production of the anti-corrosion steel stamp-in-one ball valves. The company took part in the START program of the Foundation for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises in Science and Technology and won funding for the project implementation.
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